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Abstract

In the inEvent EU project [1], we aim at structuring, retrieving, and sharing large archives of networked, and dynamically changing, multimedia recordings, mainly consisting of meetings, videoconferences, and lectures. More specifically, we are developing an integrated system that performs audio-visual processing of multimedia recordings, and labels them in terms of interconnected “hyper-events” (a notion inspired from hyper-texts). Each hyper-event is composed of simpler facets, including audio-video recordings and metadata, which are then easier to search, retrieve and share. In the present paper, we mainly cover the audio processing aspects of the system, including speech recognition, speaker diarization and linking (across recordings), the use of these features for hyper-event indexing and recommendation, and the search portal. We present initial results for feature extraction from lecture recordings using the TED talks.

Index Terms: Networked multimedia events; audio processing: speech recognition; speaker diarization and linking; multimedia indexing and searching; hyper-events.

1. Introduction

Databases and information management systems have been in reactive mode for the last decade, trying to keep up with novel and rapidly evolving applications, data characteristics, and data volumes. However, databases continue to extend the relational model to deal with standard “static” data management problems. Search engines derived their initial inspiration from text retrieval and have been developed around the bag-of-words model and the link structure of the web. More recently there has been intense activity on developing search engines to deal with dynamic data streams (such as Twitter and newswires), deployed within search engines such as Google and Bing.

As the amount of audio and video data found on the web has exploded, systems which allow searching for audio-visual content have been deployed, such as Google Videos or Yahoo! Video Search. Video repositories such as YouTube or DailyMotion have deployed their own search solutions. More recently, lecture repositories such as TED [2], Videolecures.Net, or Khan Academy have followed suit. However these systems are still largely based on text retrieval and rely on textual metadata, tags added by users, or text found on the same (or a linked) webpage. Any link structure for multimodal search relies solely on textual links rather than implicit links found thanks to the media content.

Over the last 10-15 years, there has been an intense research activity on semantic indexing of multimedia content using visual, audio, and text cues (see e.g. [3, 4]). There have also been some deployed audio search engines based on speech recognition, which enable content-based search and retrieval of podcasts and videos, for example Everyzing1 and Blinkx2.

However, most current systems do not address a number of key issues, including (1) disparate, heterogeneous, data sources capturing audio-visual data taken at different locations at different times to represent a holistic situation; (2) multimedia resources that represent social and communicative interactions (such as videoconferences, meetings and symposia); (3) dynamic, rapidly evolving multimodal streams; and (4) implicit links and connections contained within the multimodal streams, rather than easily accessible textual links and metadata.

In the present paper, we discuss our current efforts towards automatically analyzing, structuring, linking and retrieving multimedia networked objects consisting of archives of rich and complex A/V documents resulting from meetings, videoconferences, symposia, and lectures. Exploiting initial proposals presented in [5] and [6], an archive of multimedia recorded events is here represented in terms of a collection of hyper-events3 accommodating all necessary attributes (either automatically extracted or manually annotated), including structural, temporal and spatial information, as well as contextual and social information. The resulting archive should be accompanied by tools that automatically reorganize events to satisfy different viewpoints and naturally incorporate new data types.

In the inEvent project, hyper-events are thus being used as a primary structure for organizing and accessing complex objects like multimedia recordings. This paper describes our initial steps towards the analysis of those hyper-events for feature extraction (speech recognition in Section 2 and diarization in Section 3), the use of features for linking and recommending similar hyper-events (Section 4), and the portal allowing users to access hyper-event repositories (Section 5). The system

1http://www.everyjoe.com/
2http://www.blinkx.com
3In reference to the hyper-texts used for static documents.
components are tested on TED lectures, on lectures recorded by Klewel, or on the AMI Corpus [7] (for formal evaluation), thus providing a promising proof of concept for inEvent’s vision.

2. Speech recognition

Automatic speech recognition (ASR) derives from the audio signal a text representation of the words that were spoken. Usually the input is segmented into utterances (delimited by pauses or changes of speaker) and the output consists of a transcription of each utterance. Variations on this paradigm include keyword spotting (where only selected words are transcribed) and the output of multiple hypotheses, in the form of an $N$-best list or a confusion network, to handle uncertainties as to what was said.

For the purposes of inEvent, ASR output is an important data stream both for searching across recordings, to find those most relevant to a given query, and for searching within a recording, to find time intervals in which particular words and phrases were spoken. For searching across recordings, it will often be best to derive an intermediate representation, such as a summary or a list of keywords, from the ASR output, rather than use the transcript directly. Indeed, as results in Section 4 show, using the entire transcript is less useful for indexing than the talk title or a short description. This may be more so when the transcript is derived automatically rather than manually and contains recognition errors. However, for searching within a recording, direct use of the transcript is more likely to be appropriate.

The speech recognition system should ideally be trained on data similar to the recordings to which it is to be applied. This applies both to the acoustic characteristics of the data (speaker characteristics, noise level, microphone type, etc.) and to the vocabulary and style of the spoken content.

The system currently in use in inEvent is a variant of the system developed for the IWSLT 2012 ASR evaluation [8, 9] and was trained primarily on recordings and transcripts of TED talks [2]. For further details of the modeling see [10].

2.1. Acoustic modeling

The recognition system adopts a hybrid modeling approach, in which HMM observation probabilities are computed using a deep neural network (DNN), as described in [10]. The current system does not incorporate MLAN features [10, 11], but it is planned to add these in future versions.

The core acoustic model training set was derived from 813 TED talks dating prior to the end of 2010. The recordings were automatically segmented, giving a total of 153 hours of speech. Each segment was matched to a portion of the manual transcriptions for the relevant talk using a lightly supervised technique described in [12]. For this purpose, we used existing acoustic models trained on multiparty meetings.

Three-state left-to-right HMMs were trained on features derived from the aligned TED data, and a re-alignment of the training segments and transcriptions was carried out, following which around 143 hours of speech remained for the final estimation of state-clustered cross-word triphone models. The resulting models contained approximately 12,000 tied states, with 16 Gaussians per state. The state tying from these (HMM-GMM) models was used in the final hybrid models, as described in [10].

The first pass of recognition uses a 7-layer hybrid DNN trained on PLP features (13-dimensional vectors with first, second and third order differential coefficients, projected to 39 dimensions using an HLDA transform). The first-pass output is used to estimate a single CMLLR transform [13] for each speaker, which is used to generate speaker-normalized features. The second pass uses a 6-layer hybrid DNN trained on speaker-normalized features from the training data.

This configuration is essentially as in the fifth row of Table 4 in [10] (baseline hybrid + SAT, giving word error rates of 18.6% and 17.6% on the dev2010 and tst2010 data sets), but with an improved language model and lattice rescoring in the final pass as described below.

2.2. Language modeling

The language models for the IWSLT 2012 evaluation were obtained by interpolating individual modified Kneser-Ney discounted LMs trained on the small in-domain corpus of TED transcripts (2.4M words) and seven larger out-of-domain sources. The out-of-domain sources were Europarl (v7), News Commentary (v7) and News Crawl data from 2007 to 2011. A random 1M sentence subset of each of News Crawl 2007-2010 was used, instead of the entire available data, for quicker processing. The total amount of out-of-domain data used was about 166M words. The vocabulary was fixed at 60,000 words, including all words found in the TED training set plus the most frequent additional words in the other sources.

The language models in the current system were obtained by interpolating the IWSLT evaluation LMs described above with the LM built for the 2009 NIST Rich Transcription evaluation (RT09), based on a range of data sources including conversational speech and meetings [14].

The system generates word lattices using a trigram model, and rescres them with a 4-gram model for the final output.

2.3. Current and future work

Work is in progress on improving the language models trained for the IWSLT 2012 evaluation. As mentioned above, the amount of data used to train the existing models was restricted because of time constraints, and it was noted that other participants in the evaluation had obtained better LMs by using more data and by refinements including domain adaptation and recurrent neural network modeling [15]. Subsequent experiments [16] have shown WER reductions of about 2% absolute due to using the NICT trigram LM [15] instead of the original UEDIN trigram LM of [9], with 4-gram and factored RNN models giving further improvements. Current work within inEvent is focused on applying similar techniques to obtain an improved baseline LM. This will then be taken as the starting point for topic adaptation based on generating queries from the first-pass ASR output and running web searches to retrieve relevant text [17]. It may also be helpful to use any text associated with the recording (e.g. from slides or lecture notes) for LM adaptation [18, 19].

In order to perform speaker adaptation, the ASR system requires a speaker diarization stage. In the present system this is based on the diarization module of the AMIDA system [14], applied separately to each recording. It should be possible to improve on this by performing speaker linking across recordings as described in Section 3.

Recordings of interactive meetings, as obtained for instance from a videoconferencing system, pose a particularly difficult challenge for ASR, since they typically contain more frequent changes of speaker, higher levels of noise and more disjointed speech than lecture-style recordings. Work will be required on both acoustic modeling and language modeling in order to extend the inEvent system successfully to data of this type.
3. Speaker diarization and linking

Speaker diarization technology structures audio data in terms of “who spoke when”. In a project like inEvent, such information is used to enrich the semantic annotation of events to enable speaker-based search and recommendation. Speaker diarization can also drive higher-level semantic annotation by fusion with other technologies such as speech recognition, video processing and social signal processing.

Speaker diarization within the inEvent project must cope with specific challenges:

- A large amount of data to be processed in an appropriate time, although off-line is acceptable for a search and retrieval application.
- A large number of speakers are present in the data set, with some of them appearing in multiple recordings. Diarizing the whole data set, i.e. structuring the speaker space across all recordings, would be more than desirable, as opposed to per-recording operation of the current diarization solutions.
- The data is dynamic and the algorithms should be able to work incrementally as new data are available.
- Large variability in the recording quality and acoustic conditions, with special attention to robustness to variations of noise and room acoustics across recordings.
- Weak priors on the number of participants and interaction structure so that, ideally, a single diarization set-up works fine for different scenarios.

We have developed a diarization and linking method that is able to both uniquely identify the speakers across the data set and find the segments of each recording where each speaker is speaking. This task could be otherwise addressed by diarizing the concatenation of all recordings, but the computational cost is prohibitive given current capabilities. We opt instead for a two-stage approach, involving intra-session speaker diarization, followed by speaker linking across sessions. This system is described more in-depth in [20].

3.1. Speaker diarization

A standard speaker diarization system obtains within-recording speaker clusters using agglomerative clustering at the acoustic observation level. The speaker clusters are given a set of start and end times and a unique speaker identifier within each recording. This stage benefits from a reference model fitted to the recording conditions so that fine differences between speakers are accurately detected. It also deals with a tractable number of speakers. We use the Information Bottleneck diarization system [21] obtaining state-of-the-art performance on meeting scenarios with small computational load. This system uses information theoretic principles to find speaker clusters that are maximally informative w.r.t. a set of relevance variables, namely Gaussian mixture posterior probabilities, while keeping the cluster representation as compact as possible.

3.2. Speaker linking

A second agglomerative clustering algorithm takes as input the speaker clusters generated by the speaker diarization system, and structures the speaker space of the whole data set. The resulting speaker clusters are then given a unique speaker identifier across the data set. Speaker clusters are given a compact and robust representation obtained via Joint Factor Analysis (JFA) [22, 23]. JFA models the speaker and channel variabilities around a reference model, i.e. the Universal Background Model (UBM), obtaining speaker factor posterior distributions that are assumed to be speaker-dependent multivariate Gaussian. These objects are then linked across all recordings in the whole data set. Such speaker factor representation has shown to be robust to across-recording variation in speaker recognition applications. The hyper-parameters of the JFA model are trained on around 50 hours of the Augmented Multiparty Interaction (AMI) meeting corpus [7] involving 130 speakers.

The clustering step takes advantage of the Gaussian properties of the objects to be clustered. The Ward algorithm [24] seeks to minimize the increase of the total within cluster variance after merging two clusters while the Lance-Williams recursion [25] enables an efficient implementation.

Amongst the similarity measures we explored, including the cosine distance of mean vectors and the symmetrized Kullback-Leibler divergence, the Hotelling $t$-square statistic stood out as being the most stable and performing. This measure is the multivariate version of the two-way Student-$t$ statistic used for testing the hypothesis that the means of two Gaussian samples are different. Under the assumption that both Gaussian distributions share the same covariance matrix, this measure has the form of the Euclidean distance between spherified Gaussian distributions, therefore matching the assumptions of the Lance-Williams recursion.

It is expected that speaker clusters naturally arise during the agglomerative clustering process. In this work, we assume that speaker clusters can be simply found by thresholding the distance values in the clustering dendrogram.

Given that no labeled data is available for the Klewel and TED data sets, we evaluated the speaker diarization and linking system on a subset of the AMI corpus. These data involve meetings with 4 participants recorded using far-field microphones.

Table 1 shows the results of these experiments for two subsets involving low and high channel variability, LCV and HCV entries. For both sets the linking approach reduces the within-recording Diarization Error Rate (DER), a gain coming from further clustering speakers within the same recording.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Data set</th>
<th>#Spk</th>
<th>wr/ar DER(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dia</td>
<td>LCV</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>24.5/23.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dia+Link</td>
<td>LCV</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>21.7/23.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dia</td>
<td>HCV</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>27.6/28.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dia+Link</td>
<td>HCV</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>26.8/28.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Speaker diarization results on the LCV and HCV data sets involving 56 speakers and 8 and 24 channels respectively. Columns 3 and 4 show the detected number of speakers and the within-recording/across-recording DER.
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4. Indexing for recommendation

One of the main uses of audio features extracted from multimedia events is in information retrieval (IR) applications. These features can be complemented by features extracted from lecture or meeting metadata, such as title and speaker(s). In the inEvent project, we have specified two types of lecture recommendation tasks, and focused initially on the first one [26]. In the personalized recommendation task we aim to predict whether lectures will be interesting or not for the users [27], given their previous binary ratings, or more simply to predict the $N$ most interesting ones (top-$N$ task) [28]. In the generic recommendation task, the users’ history of ratings is not available, and the goal is to predict the most similar items to a given one (non-personalized top-$N$ recommendation). The latter task also amounts to building similarity links between hyper-events, based on all their facets.

The focus on this task was also influenced by the availability of an online repository of audiovisual recordings, the TED lectures [2], made available under a Creative Commons license. This makes possible audio, video and text processing (as in Section 2 above), along with testing recommendations against preferences expressed by users. We have recently made available the TED metadata and user profiles with ratings and comments as a public set for lecture recommendation benchmarking.

4.1. Recommending multimedia objects

The audio features and the metadata are used within three types of methods for personalized recommendation: (i) content-based (CB) methods using vector space similarities; (ii) collaborative filtering (CF) methods using ratings; and (iii) combined methods [26]. When using a vector space model for textual features, each TED talk $d_j$ can be represented as a feature vector $d_j = (w_{1j}, w_{2j}, \ldots, w_{ij}, \ldots)$, where each position $i$ corresponds to a word of the vocabulary, extracted from the textual attributes, including e.g. the title, speaker name, description, or transcript. The weights $w_{ij}$ can be computed using various models, e.g. Boolean or TF-IDF coefficients. The talks’ feature vectors can then be linked by defining a similarity measure, e.g. cosine similarity. We also investigated more sophisticated approaches, namely semantic vector spaces using LSI, LDA, Random Projections [29] and Explicit Semantic Analysis (ESA) [30].

4.2. Experiments: features and scores

Using cross-validation, we ranked the features (including metadata and audio-based ones) with respect to relevance to the personalized recommendation task with CB models. We used ground truth feature values from TED for oracle performance. Figure 1 displays the ranking of features and their combinations (see caption for acronyms), ordered by their overall relevance across several content-based models, i.e. indicating which features perform well over all methods. Alternatively, the optimal features found specifically for each method are listed in Table 2.

The results show that the human-made description of talks (DE), the title (TI), and their combinations with other features (TIDE, TIDE:RTT, and TIDE:TESP:RTT) are the most useful features for CB personalized recommendations. Knowledge of the speaker (SP) is useful too. The lowest performing features were the name of the TED event (TE) and the related themes assigned by TED experts (RTH), which presumably lack specificity. The

\[ \text{Method} \quad \text{Optimal Features} \quad \text{Performance (%)} \]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>P@5</th>
<th>R@5</th>
<th>F@5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LDA</td>
<td>Title, desc., TED event, speaker (TIDE:TESP)</td>
<td>1.63</td>
<td>1.96</td>
<td>1.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TF-IDF</td>
<td>Title (TI)</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>1.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP</td>
<td>Description (DE)</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>2.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSI</td>
<td>Title (TI)</td>
<td>1.86</td>
<td>2.27</td>
<td>2.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESA</td>
<td>Title, description (TIDE)</td>
<td>2.79</td>
<td>3.46</td>
<td>3.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Optimal features for content-based methods found using 5-fold cross-validation on the training set. Scores in bold are significantly higher than TF-IDF ones (t-test, $p < 0.05$).
models such as matrix factorization could improve the fusion of CB and CF information. We will also assess the variation of performance when automatic processing is used for extracting all features: e.g. ASR, speaker detection, or summarization.

5. Portal

The results of analyzing, indexing and linking hyper-events are only relevant to end-users when they are presented in an online portal offering efficient access to the event recordings.

While researchers are aware of some of the requirements of such a portal, we have also conducted, within inEvent, a survey with about 40 participants selected from relevant professional categories (e.g., conference organizers). The results shed light on the importance of having an online portal for managing, sharing, and replaying recorded events. The inEvent portal should enable contextual user interactions; provide easy means to navigate within and across hyper-events; and offer search and recommendation services to help users find their needle in a haystack. While the inEvent portal is currently under development, its main intended features are discussed hereafter.

5.1. Visibility and impact of hyper-events

A common goal for conference and meeting organizers is to have their multimedia content ubiquitously accessible in high quality, so as to have a high impact on the community and maximize their return on investment. Thus, it is important to ensure widespread and persistent access to event recordings, so that previous participants peruse the repository, and new ones join at any time. For maximal visibility, hyper-events should be uniquely addressable, searchable by search engines, and accessible to third-party services for interaction, event dissemination and advertisement. Statistical graphs showing how the number of views per hyper-event evolves over time (with peak dates) serve as important impact measures.

While some public events aim at reaching the widest audience possible, some others such as internal enterprise meetings should have limited access. In these cases, we should ensure that hyper-events with restricted access can still be accessible by local search engine, though not available on the Web.

The role of social media features in spreading information and turning users from passive consumers to interactive content producers is crucial. Features such as commenting, sharing, rating, embedding videos, and tagging aim at engaging the user community and enriching hyper-events with contextual interactions. This is invaluable in increasing the accuracy of linking and recommendation using collaborative filtering approaches.

5.2. Efficient search and navigation

An important challenge to the inEvent portal is to offer a user-friendly and efficient way to navigate across hyper-events and within a single event in order to find segments of interest. Here, features extracted from hyper-events, along with metadata and various similarity links are crucial. Visual graphs where hyper-events are taken as nodes and the various links between them as edges are currently being explored for efficient navigation across recommended hyper-events. For instance, when a user brings a specific hyper-event in focus, it is displayed at the center of the graph along with its segments. Other related events and event segments are displayed around the central event helping end-users discover other potentially interesting events and watch them with a single click. Zoomed word clouds and/or slides appear when a user hovers the mouse over a specific event, giving the user an overview of event content and helping him/her decide what to watch. (See Figure 2.)

With respect to navigating and searching within a single hyper-event, as several state-of-the-art lecture browsers do, the inEvent portal will respond to search requests with rich content, e.g., by highlighting the requested keywords in the transcript, slides, and media segments. Additional visual cues will emphasize the participants who uttered the keywords.

Finally, ensuring a satisfactory user experience requires a cross-browser and cross-platform multimodal player, which can render videos in different quality formats based on the available bandwidth and the target device. In the case where a hyper-event contains more than one video (e.g., the speaker and the projection screen), synchronized display should be provided.

6. Conclusions

A system for indexing multimedia lecture and meeting recordings was proposed that exploits the notion of “hyper-events” as a means to represent the multi-faceted structure of events accompanied by rich multimedia recordings and related metadata. The resulting model can integrate audio and video features, as well as social features to perform search along different axes, as well as providing generic or personalized recommendations based on the similarity of hyper-events, including their viewing profiles. The core of the model is an indexing mechanism based on automatically extracted audio features\(^5\) such as speech-to-text outputs, together with speaker diarization and linking labels, that allows searching and recommendation within a new type of multimedia archive. The resulting system has been evaluated on several datasets – from TED, Klewel, and the AMI corpus – providing a promising proof of concept for the inEvent approach.
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\(^5\)Video features are also under consideration, but they are not discussed in this paper.
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